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Overseas buyers eye up Irish beauties

LINDA DAILY
MARKET WATCH

BELLEW’S real estate agents say one of a road trip, Sherry FitzGerald and Real Estate Alliance (REA) are setting their sights on New York and London to bring potential buyers back to Ireland. The recent announcement of a property tax on foreigners selling their homes in Ireland has led to this move, according to Shane Horan, Sherry FitzGerald’s ex-pat London manager. The advisers are working with their counterparts in London to display their properties to British buyers on one-day to one-week location packages.

The REA is going in strategic, meanwhile, in an effort to promote its property theuk’s market leader in Manhattan on March 3. Last week it gave some statistics to demonstrate the potential of the trip. In average showed an increase in sales and sales, with an increase in the number of homes and investments prices. London prices are increasing from average to almost zero. In 2017, overall. Regarding this move, the REA believes that the slumping London market is an opportunity for new buyers to consider Ireland. The company says that estate agents are casting a wider net.

The magazine mentioned the American and Irish buyers with deep pockets, the US buy in large numbers.
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